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We develop a discrete-event simulation model a three-stage supply chain consisting 
of a single product, a retailer, a distributor, and a factory. The factory it gets raw 
materials from an outside supplier, which is not included in this current model. 
Demand at the retailer follows a random distribution. The retailer carries inventory 
and replenishes his stock from the distributor according to a (s, S) policy; that is, 
when inventory position at the retailer reaches s, an order. The order size equals the 
difference between the inventory capacity S and the actual inventory level. We 
assume that excess demand is backordered at the retailer. When the retailer places an 
order, the distributor satisfies the full order immediately upon availability. If not 
enough stock is available the excess order is fully or partially backordered and hence 
will experience a random delay. Delayed retailer orders are satisfied on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In addition to the possible random delay at the distributor, the 
transit time from the supplier to the retailer is random. We also assume that the 
distributor has online information on the inventory status and demand activities of the 
retailer and replenishes his stock from a factory. The factory also has access to the 
distributor demand and inventory profiles. The factory follows the economic 
production quantity (EPQ) policy and he gets the material from an outside source. 
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